
#HEARTHEDIFFERENCE



Why TWT Audio?

TWT Audio is a customer-focused company. Every 
detail of the user experience is carefully considered 
and enhanced in each of our designs. We don’t 
confuse our partners and customers with exhausting 
lines of the same types of products. 

Instead, we design the best version possible to make 
decisions easy and straightforward. Our experience, 
accompanied with feedback from users, allows us to 
create better products for the classroom, workplace 
and home or on the go.



TWT Audio Fun Facts
- Born in Education - Carlsbad, CA

- Started by EdTech Director of 10 years
- Loved across North America

- 1000+ school districts using TWT Audio
- Educators helping Educators

- 52+ years combined as educators, 80+ years 
combined in EdTech

- Over 3.7M active units in the market
- At least 250K+ units in inventory at all times (USA)
- < 1% failure rate



Be a salesperson…not an 
order taker 

- Think about your recent Chromebook sales
- Did you attach? 

- If you attach you satisfy the customer’s 
needs, you create “stickiness” and you 
complete the sale

- If you don’t someone else will



LITE Series
Headphone
TW50
- Lightweight headphone
- Flexible memory-hold 

headband
- Great for testing
- On ear model 
- Competitively priced option for 

everyday classroom use.
- 1 year warranty



ERGO Series 
Headphone/Headset
TW100, 102, 110, 
120
- Ergonomically angled ear cups, 

flexible headband
- Great for testing and prolonged 

periods of use
- Acoustically tuned and ported 

with 30mm drivers
- On ear model 
- Available in 3.5mm & USB-A 

models, headphone or headset
- 2 year warranty



DURO Series 
Headphone/Headset 
TW200, 210, 220
- “The one that started it all”
- Durability for the toughest of 

users
- Great for testing, everyday 

use, prolonged periods of time
- Over ear model 
- Available in 3.5mm & USB-A 

models, headphone or 
headset

- 2 year warranty



REVO Series 
Headphone/Headset 
TW300, 310, 320, 330
- The first modular headphone & 

headset in education
- Interchangeable cables & 24mm 

comfort ear cushions
- Great for testing, everyday use, 

prolonged periods of time
- 40mm drivers
- Available in 3.5mm, USB-A or 

USB-C 
- 2 year warranty



REVO Wireless 
Headphone TW340
- First TWT Audio wireless 

headset!
- Interchangeable 24mm ear 

cushions, second set of mesh 
cushions included for walking, 
running or the gym

- 40mm drivers combined with 
dual sound curve profiles

- 19 hours of playback, multi 
pairing and discrete microphone

- 2 year warranty



Victory Series 
Gaming Headset 
TW250XG
- Acoustically tuned exclusively 

for gaming
- Flexible headband, 24mm thick 

moisture wicking ear cushions
- Silicone flex mic boom
- True over ear model, 40mm 

drivers 
- 3.5mm input with inline volume 

control
- 2 year warranty



Victory TW350XG 
Gaming Headset
- Coming Soon - Q1 2024
- Dedicated gaming headset with 

sound specifically designed for 
gameplay

- Real molten metal design insert
- 45mm drivers, 24mm moisture 

wicking ear cushions 
- 3.5mm and USB-A cables 

included, interchangeable
- 2 year warranty



Simple Click And Ship 
Warranty

- Simple warranty process  
- The customer takes a photo of broken 

or compromised unit, submits online 
and TWT Audio sends a new unit out

- Less time hassling, more time learning
- TWT Audio customer service takes work off 

of the reseller/distributor
- Ask customer to recycle old units



How does TWT Audio 
support you? 

- TWT is a partner, not a vendor
- Use us as a resource

- Share opportunities
- Volume opportunities and deal registration
- Send samples on your behalf
- Creative programs - REVO
- Inventory levels
- Innovation 
- TWT Partnership Program





Thank You!


